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This exhibition, part of Animal Publics: Emotions,
Empathy, Activism, the 2015 Australasian Animal
Studies Association (AASA) Conference, explores
artmaking as an act of encounter between human and nonhuman animals. Works by six artists foreground the
empathic act of artistic process, exposing the intimacy
and proximity between artist and subject, between human
and non-human animal. All the works in the exhibition
take animals as their subject, but it is the way they
expose and display the process of their own production
that suggests the creative process as a unique site for
establishing relationships between species.

lynn mowson’s Flesh Lumps oscillate between meat and
flesh, sculpture and model, animal and artwork.
Rejecting the transitional use of wax in sculpture
practice, as a model for a ‘finished’ cast object, the
Flesh Lumps are strange new creatures. The forms
reference animal bodies and flesh, but the surface
bears the marks of the artist’s hand creating a tension
between organic and constructed.
Also physically tracing the gesture of the artist, the
woven horsehair in Kate James’ Entanglement
physically entwines a relationship between animal and
human. Reviving the Victorian tradition of hairwork as
a mourning ritual, James replaces the locks of loved
ones with horsehair. The resultant wreath, recording
hours of labour and love, speaks to a human/animal
relationship full of feeling.
Also drawing upon memory and history is Elizabeth
Presa’s Nativity. This miniature landscape makes
reference to the history of sacred and spiritual
connections to animals, specifically to the nativity of
St Francis of Assisi. The small scale and tactile	
  

plaster encourage a proximity which echoes the position
of the artist in making the work.

creatures, which move from mere objects to embodied
forms. 	
  

Catherine Clover’s intertextual The Birds literally

The works of this exhibition suggest a role of the
artist and the art process as one of investigating
human/ animal relationships. The exposure of this
process provides a stimulus for empathic responses in
the audience, suggestive of broader possibilities of
artworks within the field of human animal studies.
Empathy, as a physical response to stimuli, privileges
the body as a site of artistic response. Works which
rely upon this bodily reaction reawaken the ‘animal’ in
the audience.

speaks to the history of art and the artist as a site
for inter-species contact. Reading aloud from Daphne
DuMaurier ‘s The Birds (1952), Clover’s words filter
through the sounds of nature and man. In DuMaurier’s
story, the infamous birds attempt to reassert a
domination over the world of the human, in Clover’s rereading it is the voice of the artist that is
introduced into the world of the birds.
This sense of art negotiating relationships between
animal and human is the focus of Trish Adam’s Host.
Focusing on contact between the artist’s hand and bees,
the relationship is both menacing and intimate,
literally a close up of human/animal relations. Playing
with scale and sound, the distinction between human and
non-human animal, power and vulnerability, is
constantly in flux.
A similar close up approach underpins ensuite. Andre
Brodyck’s bioart literalises a relationship between
species, with portraits of hybrid bodies rendered in
living transgenic bacteria. Investigating the
relationship between humans and animals at a micro
level, the artistic process draws attention to the
animal (bacterial) nature of the human body. By
‘sketching’ interspecies portraits at a cellular level,
Brodyck literalises a vision of art which works in the
space between species.

Susie Marcroft’s tableaus are simultaneously grotesque
and endearing, drawing in and repulsing the viewer. The
strange interspecies creatures are hybrids of the human
and animal, flesh and ceramic. The level of detail and
finish indicate an intimacy between artist and her

	
  

-Caroline Wallace

	
  
ARTISTS	
  
Born and brought up in	
   London, UK, Catherine
	
  
Clover came to Australia
in the 1990s through
	
  
a residency with Gertrude
Contemporary in
	
   explores communication
Melbourne. Her practice
	
  
through voice and language
and the interplay
	
  
between hearing and listening
– the vocal, the
spoken – and seeing and
	
   reading – the visual,
the written. Using collaboration
and
	
  
performance with field	
   recording, digital
imaging and the spoken/written
word she is
	
  
currently exploring an	
   expanded approach to
language within species
	
   and across species,
with a focus on common noisy wild urban birds
	
  
through a framework of everyday experience –
	
  
the ordinary and the quotidian. Catherine
	
  
exhibits both nationally and internationally,
and participates in international arts
residencies, visiting artist/lecturer
opportunities, and academic conferences. She
teaches at Swinburne University (MA Writing)
and RMIT University (BA Fine Art) and recently
completed her practice led PhD (Fine Art) at
RMIT (2015).

Trish Adams’s

	
  

art/science research and artworks
pose questions about what it means to be human and the
ways in which our understanding of ourselves will be
changed by advances in biotechnology and ecology. In a
first for an artist, Trish changed adult stem cells
from her blood into beating cardiac cells in vitro in
a biomedical laboratory. As visiting artist at the
Queensland Brain Institute, Trish explored cognition
and navigation strategies in the European Honeybee.
Trish’s honeybee research, most recently at the
Australian Synchrotron, explores the nature of interspecies proximity and the ecological issues faced by
the endangered honeybees.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Elizabeth Presa

is a Melbourne based visual
artist whose work often engages with philosophy and
traverses a wide-range of references from animals
to psychoanalysis, literature to feminism. She is
the Head of the interdisciplinary Centre for Ideas,
in the Faculty of the VCA+MCM, The University of
Melbourne.

Susie Marcroft

is a Visual Arts (Honours)
graduate from Southern Cross University. Her
sculptural processes employ visceral materials such
as clay and beeswax, ideally suited to her
speculative fascination in the role of ‘quantum’
consciousness and an imagined subject-object ‘merge’
during the act of making. Her artistic decisionmaking, in locating novel metaphors, is playfully
informed by non-linear connections between
synchronicity, and emotional and perceptual responses
to the ‘lifeworld’. Susie’s hybrid, figurative
sculptures of human and non-human animals then ‘emerge’ from the studio in ways that seek to
empathetically rupture the perceived boundaries
between self and Other, and encourage deeper
reflection upon human-animal relationships as a form
of ‘meta-thinking’ or seeing ‘anew’.

In 2009 Kate James graduated from the Master of
Art program (by research) at RMIT University. Recent
solo exhibitions include Exitland, Daine Singer
(2014), The Other Side of Despair, Daine Singer
(2011), The Work of Worry is Never Done, Craft
Victoria (2010) and Letting Go, Maroondah Art
Gallery (2010). Selected group exhibitions include
Seventh Skin, Hatch Contemporary Arts Space,
Melbourne (2014), City of Hobart 2012 Art Prize
(Highly Commended), Tasmanian Museum and Art
Gallery, Hobart (2012), Reconstructing the Animal,
Plimsoll Gallery, Hobart (2011), I’m Okay, You’re
Okay, Level ARI, Brisbane (2010) and The Animal
Gaze, touring exhibition UK (2009). In 2014 she was
the recipient of the Yering Station Sculpture Prize.

	
  

Dr Andre Brodyk

is an internationally
recognised Bio-artist, researcher and academic.
Brodyk is acknowledged as the first Australian
artist to make and exhibit GMOs as art (PICA 2001).
The artist has undertaken numerous collaborative
residencies in molecular biology labs including
(UWA), (UQ), UON) and Trinity College. His
practice-based creative research is evidenced
within international curated exhibitions in
Australia, the USA and in Ireland. Dr Brodyk has
published conference papers and journal articles on
Bioart and
Expanded Painting and is
cited regularly in scholarly
texts and books centred on
Bioart and Expanded Painting.
Dr Brodyk lives and works
in an ambulatory context between
Sydney and Newcastle NSW.
	
  

	
  

IMAGE CREDITS

Dr

lynn

mowson

is
a
sculptor
and
animals
advocate. She was recently awarded her PhD for her
practice-led sculptural research entitled ‘beautiful
little dead things: empathy, witnessing, trauma and
animals’ suffering’ from the VCA, The University of
Melbourne.
The
sculptures
created
through
this
research feature in the forthcoming book The Art of
the Animal, Lantern Press, and exhibition of the same
name at the National Museum of Animals and Society,
LA, in October 2015.

	
  

lynn mowson, flesh lump (various)
microcrystalline wax and pigment
Photo: Kerry Leonard
Trish Adams, Video still from HOST.
Original cinematography: Carla Evangelista
& Dr. Peter Kraft.
Elizabeth Presa. Nativity (detail)
Plaster, plastic, stone from Assisi.
Photo by the artist.
Susie Marcroft, Puppy Love Series II
(detail)
ceramic, oil paint, beeswax, hessian bag, clear
nail polish

Photo by the artist.
Andre Brodyk , Theo (specimen) (Detail from
hybrid installation entitled ensuite),
Transgenic E.coli paint, agar, perspex,
light reflections, thermoplastic ,water
condensation. 35mm x 35mm approx.
(changing)
Acknowledgements: Dr Ian Grainge, Adam
Graham, Stephanie Boer
Photo by the artist.
lynn mowson, flesh lump
microcrystalline wax and pigment
Photo: Kerry Leonard

